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a b s t r a c t

Pyrolytic carbon (PyC) is an important material used in many applications including thermal manage-
ment of electronic devices and structural stability of ceramic composites. Accurate measurement of
physical properties of structures containing textured PyC layers with few-micrometer thickness poses
new challenges. Here a laser-based thermoreflectance technique is used to measure thermal conductivity
in a 30-mm-thick textured PyC layer deposited using chemical vapor deposition on the surface of
spherical zirconia particles. Raman spectroscopy is used to confirm the graphitic nature and characterize
microstructure of the deposited layer. Room temperature radial and circumferential thermal conduc-
tivities are found to be 0.28 W m�1 K�1 and 11.5 W m�1 K�1, corresponding to cross-plane and in-plane
conductivities of graphite. While the anisotropic ratio of the in-plane to cross-plane conductivities is
smaller than previous results, the magnitude of the smallest conductivity is noticeably smaller than
previously reported values for carbon materials and offers opportunities in thermal management ap-
plications. Very low in-plane and cross-plane thermal conductivities are attributed to strong grain
boundary scattering, high defect concentration, and small inter-laminar porosity. Experimental results
agree with the prediction of thermal transport model informed by the microstructure information
revealed by Raman spectroscopy.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

For over five decades pyrolytic carbon (PyC) has been used in
many technological applications ranging from structural compos-
ites to biomedical devices. It is an allotrope of carbon structurally
identical to graphite having a hexagonal intra-plane structure and
weak inter-plane bonding [1,2]. The difference in the in-plane and
out-of-plane bonding can lead to very strong anisotropic thermal
and electrical properties. Major differences between graphite and
PyC stem from their origin. Graphite is derived from natural sources
or fabricated by heating petroleum coke, a carbonaceous solid
resulting from oil refining, at temperatures above 2000 �C. On the
other hand, PyC is fabricated using chemical vapor deposition
.

(CVD) or chemical vapor infiltration (CVI) techniques [3,4]. The
grains in graphite are typically randomly oriented resulting in
isotropic properties on a long range, whereas the CVD process al-
lows deposition of textured layers. There are a number of experi-
mental methods used to characterize and quantify the texture of
PyC including optical ellipsometry, electron diffraction, and polar-
ized Raman spectroscopy [5e8]. Depending on the approach, PyC is
generally categorized into different groups with decreasing struc-
tural order: high texture, medium texture, low texture and isotropic
[6]. Another classification considers the texture on a different scale
with categories: rough laminar, smooth laminar, and isotropic [9].
Highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) belongs to the first group
and granular isotropic PyC to the last.

Oftentimes PyC is used in composite materials. In polymer
composites, addition of small PyC fibers have been shown to
improve their thermal performance [10,11]. Ceramic matrix fiber
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composites of silicon carbide utilize PyC as an interphase layer
between the fiber and the matrix to act as a barrier to crack
propagation through fibers [12]. In nuclear applications, tri-
structural isotropic (TRISO) fuel contains several layers of PyC to
improve its structural integrity and fission retention [13,14]. For the
majority of applications, it is preferred to employ the isotropic form
of PyC with randomly oriented polycrystallites to overcome issues
with directional aging, anisotropic expansion, and swelling [15].

The in-plane and out-of-plane thermal conductivity for highly
ordered PyC (also called HOPG) are 2000 and 6.8 W m�1 K�1,
respectively, and these values differ by two orders of magnitude
[1,2,16]. This strong thermal anisotropy makes PyC a promising
material for new directional heat management applications. For
example, in electronic devices, textured PyC can act as a heat
spreader or insulator depending on the direction.

A particular application that can exploit PyC's low conductivity
is enhancing the performance of self-regulating heaters and pro-
tection of electronic devices from overheating. These devices
employ positive temperature coefficient of resistivity, where in the
event of an overheating the active element's resistivity increases,
decreasing the current and thus resulting in the reduction of Joule
heating. The low thermal conductivity of the thermal barrier
coating applied around the heater would make this feedback
mechanism more efficient by trapping the heat early during a
transient, and resulting in a more prompt response to prevent
irreversible damage to the device.

Current practical application of the PyC as a thermal barrier
coating is envisioned in nuclear fission reactors. Here a rapid in-
crease of the neutron flux and associated heat generation during a
reactivity insertion is regulated by nuclear fuel's negative temper-
ature reactivity coefficient [17]. PyC used as a thermal barrier
coating around the fuel particle allows one to take advantage of the
reactivity feedback more efficiently in order to achieve improved
control of the nuclear reactor. PyC is particularly attractive here due
to its compatible physical, chemical and nuclear properties with the
environment present in nuclear applications [18].

Another potential application not necessarily related to thermal
management is the use of the ultra-low thermal conductivity PyC
as a thermoelectric device where heat is directly converted to
electricity. With the chemical intercalation applied to graphite to
drastically increase the population of electrons and holes, graphite
has become an effective thermoelectric material [19]. The low
conductivity could contribute to the increase of Seebeck coefficient,
key parameter for the efficiency of thermoelectric generators.

In light of these applications, accurate measurement of aniso-
tropic thermal conductivity in as-fabricated structures becomes
increasingly important to fully utilizing PyC in new thermal man-
agement schemes. A fair amount of work has been done tomeasure
microstructural anisotropy with micron scale resolution [5,6,20].
However, fewer experiments have been conducted to measure the
anisotropic thermal conductivity in micron size structures such as
nuclear fuel particles or microelectronic assemblies [21].

Traditional methods to measure thermal conductivity of
graphite and other carbon allotropes include the steady state heat
flux method, laser flash, and Raman scattering microscopy
[16,22e24]. The first two methods require large, centimeter sized,
specially designed samples and provide values averaged over a few
millimeter scale. As a result these two methods are not suitable for
studies requiring micron-scale spatial resolution [24e26]. The
Raman method is typically used in the measurement of thermal
transport in low-dimensional systems such as one-dimensional
carbon nanotubes and two-dimensional materials including gra-
phene and its variants [22,23,27,28]. Additional benefit of Raman
spectroscopy is the ability to characterize disorder and anisotropy
of PyC [29]. Laser-based thermoreflectance microscopy has
emerged as a powerful method for nondestructively measuring
thermal properties with a micron-scale spatial resolution [30e35].
Additionally, important for this study, it offers a capability to
measure anisotropic thermal conductivity that a standard imple-
mentation of the Raman thermometry lacks [36e38]. Thermore-
flectance approach is based on the optical measurement of
thermally induced changes of optical reflectivity [39]. This tech-
nique has been successfully applied to characterize carbon fibers
and irradiated ceramics [21,40,41]. Our investigation combining
both Raman spectroscopy and thermoreflectance methods further
explores the possibility of these approaches to provide an attractive
toolbox to study the impact of microstructure on thermal transport
in ceramic materials [42].

In this work, we use spatially resolved modulated thermore-
flectance microscopy to measure the anisotropic thermal conduc-
tivity in a thin PyC layer surrounding a spherical particle [33,34,43].
This particle is part of a surrogate nuclear fuel sample, where the
low thermal conductivity coating is a novel design feature
providing a method to impede the heat flow from the fuel particle
to the graphite matrix during power transients. This allows to raise
fuel temperature and take advantage of the negative reactivity
feedback due to Doppler broadening to reduce thermal power
during a reactivity transient. This self-regulating feature of the fuel
can be employed in nuclear thermal propulsion and advanced po-
wer reactors. It is thus important to precisely measure the thermal
properties of individual layers of this particle, especially conduc-
tivity in the radial direction.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First we
review the details of experimental methods in section 2. Experi-
mental results including microstructure characterization of the PyC
layer, the modulated thermoreflectance measurements, and Raman
thermography are presented in section 3. In section 4, a continuum
heat diffusion model used to determine the thermal conductivity
tensor components is introduced. Section 5 describes the analysis
of the experimental results to determine thermal conductivity.
Lastly, a discussion of the experimentally measured conductivities
within the framework of thermal transport model is presented.

2. Experimental methods

2.1. Sample fabrication

The PyC layer was deposited using a fluidized bed CVD method
[44]. The texture of the PyC layer is influenced by deposition con-
ditions including gas flow rate and composition, temperature, and
substrate [3]. To achieve desired texture, temperature was kept
between 1130 and 1170 �C and gas flow rate was set to 1200 sccm
for both methane (CH4) and argone (Ar) gas. Approximately 30 mm
thick PyC coatings were deposited on the surface of 5% yttria sta-
bilized zirconia (YSZ) spherical particles. The coated spherical
particles were mixed with a graphite powder and a binder, com-
pacted, and heat treated for 1 h at 950 �C. Additional details of
sample fabrication will be available in the forthcoming publication
[45]. Produced compact was sliced into a thin disc using a wire
diamond saw and mechanically polished. Raman spectroscopy and
thermography were applied on an as-polished sample, while for
the thermoreflectance measurements, a few nanometer thick gold
layer was sputter coated on the surface after the polishing step.

2.2. Modulated thermoreflectance approach

Modulated thermoreflectance (MTR) method was used to
investigate thermal transport in radial and circumferential di-
rections of the PyC layer [39,43,46]. In this method, a thin metallic
layer is deposited on the surface of the sample to ensure strong
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optical absorption and good temperature transduction. One beam
(pump) serves as a heat source. The intensity of the pump is
modulated using either a sinusoidal or square wave profile. The
second laser beam (probe) monitors small temperature induced
changes in the reflectivity of the metal layer.

The pump and probe beams were derived from two continuous
wave diode lasers emitting at 660 nm and 532 nm wavelength,
respectively. Amplitude modulation of the pump was achieved by
direct modulation of the laser output via electronic trigger. Both
pump and probe were focused on the sample using a single
50 �microscope objective resulting in a spot size of ~1 mm for each
beam. Lateral scanning was achieved through an optical two lens
lever [46]. Small changes in reflectivity of the probe beam DR/R
ranging from 10�5 to 10�3 were measured using the lock-in
amplification of a voltage signal generated in the photodiode
upon excitation by the incident probe beam. The frequency of the
pump was tuned from 1 kHz to 100 kHz to ensure good sensitivity
to the thermal properties of the substrate [43]. Spatially resolved
amplitude and phase profiles of the thermal wave were measured
by recording reflectivity changes of the probe beamwhile the pump
was laterally scanned on the surface of the sample.

2.3. Raman thermometry

Uncoated PyC sample was irradiated by a continuous wave
532 nm green laser using a 50� objective lens. The Raman signals of
the sample were collected by a confocal Raman system (Voyage,
B&W Tek, Inc.) with a spectral resolution of 2 cm�1. The position of
the PyC sample is controlled by a 3-D nano-stage. The excitation
energy is adjusted by a variable ND filter. The laser beam size on the
sample is 0.68 mmwhich is 1/e radius of the laser intensity profile.

Raman thermometry (RT) was used as an alternative method for
measuring thermal conductivity [22]. The thermal conductivity
measurement is based on the temperature dependence of Raman
bands located at 1350 cm�1 (D-band) and 1580 cm�1 (G-band) at
ambient conditions. Steady state temperature at the center of the
excitation beam was determined from the position of the peaks.
Temperature dependence on the incident power was analyzed to
determine the thermal conductivity. This approach applied to
anisotropic system allows the determination of only one indepen-
dent parameter, making it insufficient on its own, but in this case, it
served as a validation of MTR results.

In the Raman temperature calibration experiments, the PyC
sample is placed on a heated stage and a voltage transformer that
powers the heater, and the sample's surface temperature is moni-
tored by a thermocouple. We also completed Raman scanning for
the measurement area of 20 � 20 mm2. The variation in Raman
intensity is only 3.2% which indicates the experiment area is very
uniform.

3. Experimental results

Fig. 1(top right) shows an SEM image of a cross-sectional view of
one of the particles. The brighter region corresponds to the YSZ
spherical particle coated with the thin PyC layer (dark gray).
Concentric rings appearing within the PyC layer suggest a laminar
structure with some porosity or debonding between layers. A two-
modulator generalized ellipsometer was used to verify the aniso-
tropic texture of the PyC layer [20]. The diattenuation coefficient
was found to be N ¼ 0.21, which can be contrasted to N ¼ 0.59 for
highly textured HOPG and N ¼ 0 for an isotropic material [47].
Based on the texture classification of similarly fabricated layers,
these results indicate that the deposited PyC layer exhibits highly
textured structure [48].

In our implementation, spatially resolved amplitude and phase
profiles of the thermal wave were measured by recording the
reflectivity changes of the probe beam located at the center of the
PyC layer while the pump was laterally scanned across the probe
beam along radial and circumferential directions of the spherical
particle [37]. To simplify our analysis, we chose the largest particle
for thermal transport measurements. Limiting the scan distance to
bemuch smaller than the radius of curvature of the particle enables
us to neglect effects associated with the curvature. Measured phase
profiles along radial and circumferential directions of the spherical
shell over a 1 kHz - 100 kHz frequency range are shown in Fig. 2.
This range corresponds to the frequencies whose profiles have a
good signal to noise ratio and provide sensitivity to the thermal
properties of the PyC layer. In the central region, the phase is
affected by the finite spot size of the pump laser. Outside this region
the relation between phase and scan distance is linear with a slope
that is related to the diffusion length of the wave which is pro-
portional to an effective diffusivity of the layered system [43,46].
When two different materials are measured under similar condi-
tions, the material that exhibits a steeper slope in the phase profile
in general has a smaller thermal diffusivity. This is especially valid
in the low frequency limit where the thermal wave profiles are
most sensitive to the diffusivity of the substrate material [46,49].

The difference in the slopes of phase profiles measured along
radial and circumferential directions are noticeable as can be seen
in Fig. 2. The difference is largest for the low frequency response
(1 kHz) and barely noticeable at the highest frequency (100 kHz).
These results suggest an anisotropic thermal conductivity in the
PyC layer. Because the slopes in the radial direction are larger, we
can qualitatively conclude that thermal conductivity along the
radial direction is smaller than along the circumferential direction.
In general, our observation is consistent with previous reports
where spatially resolved measurements were applied to demon-
strate anisotropic conductivity in quartz single crystal, silicon
nitride and PyC layer [37,38,50].

Additionally, we performed separate measurements on the YSZ
spherical particle and a Pyrex glass slide. The results of these and
PyC measurements can be represented using an alternative
approach that only captures the information contained in slopes of
the linear portions of the measured thermal wave profiles. Fig. 3
shows an effective diffusivity as a function of frequency for 4
different sets of thermal wave profiles corresponding to radial and
circumferential directions of PyC, isotropic YSZ and isotropic Pyrex.
The effective diffusivity that includes contribution from the
metallic film layer was calculated using the following procedure:
first the linear portions of the profiles were fitted to determine the
slope, then this slope was used to define an effective diffusivity
using De ¼ pf =slope2, where f is the modulation frequency of the
pump.

Fig. 3 suggests that diffusivity of PyC in the radial/circumfer-
ential direction is smaller/larger than those of Pyrex and YSZ.
Considering that both YSZ and Pyrex have conductivity values in
the range of 1e2 W m�1 K�1, we anticipate conductivity of PyC in
the radial direction to be smaller than 1 W m�1 K�1. The inter-
pretation of De in PyC is further complicated by its anisotropic
nature. As a result, quantitative determination of the conductivity
values requires a description of the theoretical model used for the
analysis of the measured thermal wave profiles and is discussed in
the following section.

Next we present the result of Raman Thermography. Five
representative room temperature experimental Raman spectra
data were acquired under different excitation powers and shown in
Fig. 4(a). Raman peak position was determined by fitting the peaks
to a Gaussian profile, and as shown in Fig. 5(a), both D and G bands
exhibit a linear shift to a smaller wavenumber with increasing
incident power. This indicates that the local temperature of the PyC



Fig. 1. Left: Planar representation of the textured PyC layer used in thermal transport model defined in Cartesian coordinate system. Top right: SEM image of the particle's cross
section; Bottom right: 3D-rendering of the spherical particle showing that, locally, small sections can be considered to have planar geometry. (A colour version of this figure can be
viewed online.)

Fig. 2. Experimentally measured thermal wave phase profiles in PyC layer along the radial (left) and circumferential (right) directions of the spherical particle; symbols are
experimental data and solid lines are model fits. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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increases under increasing laser power. Determination of the
temperature on the surface of PyC required a calibration mea-
surement that relates peak position to the temperature. For this,
Raman spectra were collected as a function of temperature by
placing the sample on a heated stage. Fig. 4(b) shows four repre-
sentative experimental Raman spectra data and their correspond-
ing Gaussian fits. In the temperature range from 296 to 364 K, the
peaks shift towards smaller wavenumber with increasing temper-
ature. Different fitting approaches are usually implemented to fit
the Raman spectra that use Lorentzian or a combination of
Gaussian and Lorentzian functions [51]. We need to stress here that
using only Gaussian fitting may not provide the best result to
extract additional details from the Raman spectra, but is preferred
for area ratio. However, to study the peak position dispersion, our
simple Gaussian fitting is justified since our interest is only in the
linear position of the peak and linear fitting of cP and cT values
eliminates any systematic error that arises. In fact, fitting with a
combination of Breit-Wigner-Fano (BWF) line and Lorentzian
functions were also conducted and this analysis revealed identical
results.

4. Theoretical methods for data analysis

The model used for analysis of MTR profiles is based on the
geometry depicted in Fig. 1. It captures a few-nanometer-thick gold
film and the texture of the PyC layer with the basal plane along the
circumferential direction. We neglect the curvature of the PyC
coating because the thermal wave diffusion lengths are much
smaller than the radius of curvature. The same diffusion length
considerations allow us to neglect the influence of the YSZ core and
the graphite matrix. A Cartesian coordinate system was locally
defined where the x axis is parallel to the radial direction and y and
z axes are in the circumferential direction. The z - y plane is parallel
to the PyC basal planes, and the z axis corresponds to the depth



Fig. 3. Effective thermal diffusivity measured in different samples and along different
directions over a broad frequency range, where symbols and solid lines are obtained
from the analysis of the slopes in experimental and modeled phase profiles, respec-
tively. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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direction (Fig. 1).
Based on the deposition conditions and symmetry arguments

there are two independent conductivities, kxx¼ kr and kyy¼ kzz¼ kc.
The subscripts r and c refer to radial and circumferential directions
Fig. 4. Experimental data and Gaussian-fit Raman spectra of PyC sample. Experimental data
spectra of PyC under an incident laser power range of 2.33e7.80 mW. (b) Selected spectra fro
online.)

Fig. 5. (a) The Raman shift for both G and D modes as a function of laser power during the R
Raman shift for both G and D bands as a function of temperature in the calibration experime
of this figure can be viewed online.)
with respect to the spherical particle, respectively. The heat diffu-
sion equation that accounts for metal layer in this coordinate sys-
tem is defined as [52,53]:
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where T is the temperature field, r is material density, C is specific
heat, and P is the absorbed pump laser power. The subscript f refers
to the metal film and s corresponds to the substrate material. The
solution for T is convoluted with pump and probe profile to account
for their finite spot sizes R0. An analytical solution of Eq. (1) can be
conveniently derived using an integral transform approach subject
to the following 4 boundary conditions [37,54].
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where d is the film thickness and Rth is the interface thermal
resistance between film and substrate.
are plotted by eliminating the base line and vertically shifted for clarity. (a) The Raman
m temperature calibration measurements. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed

aman experiments. Solid lines are fitting results for linear power coefficients cP. (b) The
nt. Solid lines are fitting results for linear temperature coefficients cT. (A colour version
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To analyze the Raman results, we derived a separate analytical
expression for the measured temperature on the surface of the PyC
layer. In this case, the solution corresponds to a continuous exci-
tation by the heater beam with a Gaussian profile of radius R1
absorbed on the surface:

kr
v2T

v2x
þ kc

 
v2T

v2y
þ v2T

v2z

!
þ P

2pR21
e
� x2þy2

2R2
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It can be shown that the temperature T measured by the second
beam with a Gaussian profile of radius R2 at the origin is:
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where KðxÞ is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. In our
case of Raman Thermography R1 ¼ R2.
5. Data analysis and discussion

5.1. Thermal conductivity from modulated thermoreflectance

To determine the unknown thermal conductivities, we followed
an approach previously described in the literature [46]. Experi-
mentally measured profiles were compared to the solution of
diffusion equation defined by Eqs. (1) and (2). The unknown pa-
rameters were determined using a least square minimization pro-
cedure. First, we analyzed thermal wave profiles measured on the
gold-coated Pyrex sample to determine conductivity of the gold
film kf ¼ 126 W m�1 K�1. In this analysis, in addition to isotropic
thermal conductivity of Pyrex k ¼ 1.02 W m�1 K�1, specific heats
and densities of both Pyrex and goldwere considered as known and
obtained from the literature or vendor (Table 1). Analysis of the
Pyrex was also used to determine an additional phase lag intro-
duced by the instrumentation under assumption that Rth between
gold and Pyrex has negligible impact on the thermal wave profiles.
This latter step is important for accurate determination of substrate
conductivities larger than 5 W m�1 K�1, as the impact of Rth cannot
be accounted for properly from the analysis of the slopes alone and
requires precise knowledge of phase lag at the origin [46].

Second, we analyzed thermal wave profiles obtained over YSZ to
determine its conductivity and volumetric heat capacity rC. Our
values of k ¼ 1.73 W m�1 K�1 and rC ¼ 2.47 � 106 J m�3 K�1 are
comparable to the literature values of k ¼ 2.00 W m�1 K�1 and
vendor value of rC ¼ 2.74 � 106 J m�3 K�1. Lower values in our
measurement are attributed to the porosity of the YSZ particle.

To determine the anisotropic thermal conductivity of PyC,
thermal wave phase profiles along the radial and circumferential
directions were simultaneously fitted, where kr , kc, rC; Rth and R0
were used as fitting parameters. This analysis resulted in
rC ¼ 1.15 � 106 J m�3 K�1 which is noticeably smaller than
rC ¼ 1.54 � 106 J m�3 K�1 reported in the literature for 100% dense
graphite at room temperature [56]. This suggests that the PyC layer
is porous, which was expected under the current deposition con-
ditions and consistent with electron microscopy image. Finally, the
Table 1
Properties of materials that were obtained from the literature.

Material Conductivity, k (W m�1 K�1) Density, r (kg m�3)

PyC [55] ~10 (cross-plane); ~2000 (in-plane) 1900
gold Unknown 19,283
pyrex 1.02 2230
YSZ(5%) 2.00 6000
analysis revealed anisotropic thermal conductivity values of
kr ¼ 0.28 W m�1 K�1 and kc ¼ 11.5 W m�1 K�1, in agreement with
our qualitative observation and confirmed textured nature of the
PyC layer. The model also reveals that the interface thermal resis-
tance between PyC and gold is Rth ¼2:09� 10�8 K m2 W�1.

Our fitting results revealed anisotropy ratio kc/kr ¼ 41 con-
firming that the PyC layer exhibits ordered texture. Notably, our
values for the conductivities in the radial and circumferential di-
rection are significantly smaller than the cross-plane
k⊥ ¼ 6.8 W m�1 K�1 and in-plane kk ¼ 2000 W m�1 K�1 for
HOPG [1,16]. Nevertheless, our conductivity value in the circum-
ferential direction is comparable to a range of 10e15 W m�1 K�1

reported for PyC layers prepared using similar approaches but with
isotropic texture [33]. In general, the lower conductivity of PyC
layers compared to graphite is attributed to the presence of disor-
der in the graphitic planes. This disorder is a result of the low
temperature CVD deposition process and the absence of a high
temperature annealing step. The latter is a critical step imple-
mented during HOPG fabrication to achieve a complete graphiti-
zation of carbon. While measured ultralow value in the radial
direction is comparable to the conductivity in few nm thick
amorphous carbon layers, it has not been previously observed in as
deposited textured graphitic carbons [57,58]. It should be noted
that comparable values for anisotropic conductivity have been
previously reported on reduced graphene oxide [59].
5.2. Effective conductivity from Raman thermography

Determination of the effective thermal conductivity based on RT
measurement was done in 3 steps. First, the Raman peaks' position
dependence on the excitation power was measured. Second, the
Raman temperature calibration experiment was conducted, and
the position dependence of the Raman peaks on temperature was
determined. Third, the solution of the steady state heat conduction
equation was applied to determine the effective thermal conduc-
tivity [22,27]. In the range of incident laser power (2.33e7.80 mW)
and the temperature (296 Ke364 K), the Raman peaks shift linearly
depend on the laser powerDu¼ cPDP and temperatureDu¼ cTDT,
where cP , cT are the first-order laser power and temperature co-
efficients of the sample, P is the incident laser power, and T is the
temperature [28]. For this opaque graphite, about 70% of the laser
energy is absorbed in the graphite [60] and the absorbed energy is
dissipated in the sample. The fitting results used to determine cT
and cP for two bands are shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) and summarized
in Table 3. We use these parameters to determine the temperature
rise per unit incident laser power using DT ¼ cPc

�1
T (K mW�1,

Table 3).
Next, we compared the anisotropic conductivity values

measured by MTR to the RT results. Applying conductivities
measured by MTR listed in Table 2 and radius of R1 ¼ R2 ¼ 0.48 mm
to Eq. (4), we estimate an average temperature rise per unit of
incident power DT ¼ 25:02þ2:84

�0:39 K mW�1. This value is in close
agreement with the temperature rise determined from the Raman
analysis (Table 3) and provides additional validation for the MTR
results.
Specific heat, C (J kg�1 K�1) Volumetric heat capacity, rC (106 J m�3 K�1)

710 1.35
129 2.49
750 1.67
456 2.74



Table 2
Thermal conductivity fitting results.

Material kr (W m�1 K�1) kc (W m�1 K�1) rC (106 J m�3 K�1)

PyC 0.28 ± 0.07 11.5 ± 0.4 1.15 ± 0.02
YSZ 1.73 ± 0.10 2.47 ± 0.13
gold 126 ± 1
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5.3. Discussion

Considering the implemented deposition conditions, a textured
PyC layer with large amount of disorder was expected. The layered
texture of the coating has been confirmed by the measurement of
anisotropic thermal conductivity. Additional details of the micro-
structure were determined from the analysis of Raman Spectra as
described below. Raman spectra shown in Fig. 4 reveal both G and D
bands. The G band is associated with an in-plane stretching motion
of carbon atoms and is intrinsic to graphite [12]. The strong in-
tensity of the D band associated with a breathing mode of carbon
rings indicates the presence of disorder in the graphitic structure of
the PyC layers [12,61] in agreement with our expectation based on
deposition conditions.

Characterization of Raman spectra in carbon has been a subject
of extensive research where position and width of the individual
bands and the ratio of D to G band intensities have been used to
determine grain size, texture, and ratio of sp2 to sp3 bonds [3,5,12].
We limited our analysis to extracting information that is useful to
analyzemeasured thermal conductivity values. The Gaussian fitting
used for thermography resulted in D and G bands located at
1350 cm�1 and 1600 cm�1, peak width of 90 cm�1 and 64 cm�1,
respectively, and peak intensity ratio AD=AG ¼ 0.95. Fitting using
Lorentzian resulted in similar values. Qualitative analysis based on
the work by Ferrari and Robertson suggests that the studied sample
is nanocrystalline with an average grain size ranging 2e5 nm and
contains small concentration of sp3 bonds [12]. This corresponds to
a transition region between two regimes for analytical expressions
used to relate grain size to G and D peak intensity ratios. Large grain
size regime expression has inverse dependence on grain size
whereas the low grain size one has quadratic dependence [62].
Employing original Tuinstra and Koenig expression
AD=AG ¼ CðlÞ=La, we estimate the grain size La ¼ 3:35 nm, where
AD and AG are the areas of D and G peaks, and CðlÞ is a parameter
that depends on the wavelength of the laser l [61]. If the expression
for the small grain size limit AD=AG ¼ C0ðlÞL2a is used then the grain
size is La ¼ 2 nm [63]. Applying the expression based on peak in-
tensity ratio rather than area ratio, the Tuinstra and Koenig
expression yielded a grain size of La ¼ 4:5 nm.

The position and broadening of G peak at 1600 cm�1 is an
indication that D0 peak appears at 1620 cm�1. Recent works have
indicated that the emergence of D0 peak is a result of confinement
effects brought by the nanoscale grain size and activation of this
band by disorder [64e66]. The width of the G peak can be used as a
lower limit estimate of the grain size if the influence of D0 peak is
neglected. We have La ¼ 1.0 nm using La ¼ 4:6v=GFWHM where
v ¼13.3 cm�1 nmis the group velocity of the LO mode at the center
of Brillouin zone [65,67]. The value is smaller than the one obtained
Table 3
Results of Raman thermometry.

Power coefficient, cP (cm�1 mW�1)
Temperature coefficient, cT ( cm�1 K�1)

DT (K mW�1)
from the peak ratio analysis and confirmed the calculations.
Considering all these our estimated value for the grain size is
3.35 ± 1.3 nm.

Next, we present our analysis of the measured thermal con-
ductivities within the framework of phonon-mediated thermal
transport utilizing the microstructure information provided by
Raman spectroscopy. We used the grain size determined from
Raman to calculate the basal plane conductivity based on Klemens
approach [68]. Based on this approach in-plane conductivity is
87.2 W m�1 K�1 at 3.35 nm grain size. To match the predicted
conductivity to our experimental results an additional reduction
due to point defect scattering needs to be included. This results in
vacancy concentration around 2� 10�2 per C atomwhichwe found
unphysical for our PyC sample. We attributed this to a failure of the
single-band Debye approximation of phonon dispersion imple-
mented in Klemens approach to accurately capture behavior of
phonons across the broad range of phonon mean free paths [69].

Instead, we chose a model that considers the individual con-
tributions from 3 acoustic branches in the phonon dispersion of
graphite [70e72]. Our calculation of in-plane conductivity followed
the approach described in Refs. [69] and [59]. In their imple-
mentation, phonons in each band are divided into two groups. High
frequency phonons behavior is effectively described in 2D similar
to Klemens [68] and low frequency modes behavior is 3D:

k2D ¼ Z2

4p2kBT2
X
s

uc;s

v⊥s

Zumax;s

uc;s

u3tsðuÞexpðZu=kBTÞ
½expðZu=kBTÞ � 1 �2

duk3D

¼ Z2

4p2kBT2
X 1

v⊥s
s

Zuc;s

0

u4tsðuÞexpðZu=kBTÞ
½expðZu=kBTÞ � 1 �2

du (5)

where Z and kB are Planks and Boltzmann constants, u is phonon
frequency, s denotes one of the longitudinal (LA), in-plane trans-
verse (TA), and out of plane transverse (ZA) acoustic modes. v⊥s is
out-of-plane phonon group velocity of branch s, and tsðuÞ is the
branch and frequency dependent phonon relaxation time. uc;s is
the cut-off frequency that separates 2D and 3D phonons and is
related to the maximum frequency of the corresponding phonon
mode propagating normal to the basal plane [69]. umax;s is the
maximum frequency of each phonon branch. In our analysis we
employed linear dispersion and only considered three phonon
scattering processes: Umklapp scattering t�1

i , grain boundary

scattering t�1
g , and point defect scattering t�1

p . Total phonon
relaxation time was calculated using Matthiessen's rule:
t�1 ¼ t�1

i þ t�1
g þ t�1

p , where t�1
g ¼ vs=L,

t�1
i ¼ g2

s kBTu
2=ðMv2sumax;sÞ, and vs is in-plane group velocity.

gLA ¼ 2, gTA ¼ 1 and gZA ¼ �1.5. In graphite most point defects are
vacancies, and their effect on relaxation time is

t�1
p ¼ 2pu3G=u2

max;s, where G ¼P cðDM=MÞ2 is a scattering
strength, c is the concentration of defects per carbon atom, and DM
is the mass difference between the defect and the carbon atom, M.

Vacancy in graphite has
�
DM
M

�
¼ 3 [68].
D-band G-band

�0.48 ± 0.4 �0.683 ± 0.027
�0.0172 ± 0.001 �0.028 ± 0.001
28.0 ± 2.8 24.3 ± 1.4



Fig. 6. Calculated in-plane thermal conductivity for a range of grain sizes and vacancy
concentrations. Dashed lines correspond to the experimentally measured values of
circumferential conductivity and grain size using MTR and Raman Spectroscopy,
respectively. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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Fig. 6 represents in-plane conductivity calculated using Eq. (5)
as a function of grain size and 3 different vacancy concentrations.
We see that the range for calculated conductivity corresponding to
2e5 nm grain size captures our measured conductivity value.
Specifically, a grain size of La ¼ 3:35 nm and neglecting point de-
fects, the calculated conductivity is 14.4Wm�1 K�1, higher than our
experimental value of 11.5 W m�1 K�1. The model conductivity for
this grain size matches our result when point defect scattering
strength equals G ¼ 3.6 � 10�3. If all this scattering is attributed to
vacancies their concentration would be per carbon
atom c ¼ 4� 10�4. It is also possible that some atomic hydrogen in
the form of CeH bonds are present in the PyC layer. While we were
not able to identify the exact nature of the point defects and only
used vacancy as an example, we can infer their presence and
contribution to the phonon lifetime based on the analysis of Raman
spectra (Fig. 4).

Quantifying the G-band's broadening to determine phonon
lifetime is complicated by the emergence of the D0 band. G-band
normally located at 1580 cm�1 is associated with the LO optical
mode and its broadening is attributed to disorder introduced by
small grains and point defects [63,73e76]. The same disorder ac-
tivates the TO mode which corresponds to D0 band located around
1620 cm�1. The fact that the 1600 cm�1 band appears as a single
peak is an indication of large broadening of both G and D0 bands
originating from factors other than just nanocrystalline grain size.
This further justifies the use of point defect scattering term in our
thermal transport model. In principle it should be possible to sys-
tematically analyze the Raman spectra to isolate the contribution of
various microstructure features and use those as input parameters
for thermal transport mode, but was not possible in this work as it
would require analysis of a larger set of experimental samples.

Previous discussion was based on the assumption that
measured conductivity in the circumferential direction corre-
sponds to the basal plane conductivity. This would be the case if a
perfectly textured structure existed where the graphitic layers were
aligned along the circumferential direction. In the case of a tilt in
the basal plane of graphite, the actual basal plane conductivity
would be higher. Furthermore, previous studies have shown that
the width of the D peak is also an indication of structure disorders,
and is sensitive to in-plane defects [77]. Our measured D peak full
width at half maximum of 90 cm�1 falls into the range corre-
sponding to smooth laminar PyC with turbulence in the basal plane
[5]. This supports our previous conclusion that the PyC layer is
textured and also provides a reason for low anisotropy ratio.
Despite this, we anticipate that for measured conductivity anisot-
ropy ratio of 41 these two effects are small and don't significantly
affect the analysis presented in the previous paragraphs.

Lastly, we discuss the low conductivity along the radial direc-
tion. The measured values of k ¼ 0.28 W m�1 K�1 is comparable to
the lowest reported value for amorphous carbon and smaller than
k ¼ 0.8 W m�1 K�1, calculated minimum thermal conductivity for
diamond [58,78]. We estimated the minimum cross-plane thermal
conductivity for graphite using the expression of minimum con-
ductivity [58]:

kmin ¼ Z2

6pkBT2
X
s

Zuc;s

0

u3expðZu=kBTÞ
v⊥s ½expðZu=kBTÞ � 1 �2

du (6)

and find kmin to be 0.38 W m�1K�1. Our measured conductivity is
slightly lower than these minimum bulk conductivity values and is
attributed to the delamination and air pockets between layers
(Fig. 1), similar to the previous observation in textured reduced
graphene oxide [59].

We conclude the discussion by emphasizing that the analysis
presented above can be further expanded and used to optimize the
deposition condition and subsequent thermal treatment to develop
a microstructure with desired anisotropic thermal properties by
tailoring grain size and texture quality [3]. Current low temperature
deposition conditions were chosen to obtain lowest conductivity in
the radial direction. For applications as a directional heat spreader,
a very large thermal anisotropy would be desired and would
require processing at higher temperatures. A combination of
deposition conditions, thermal conductivity measurements and
Raman characterization offers an opportunity to optimize thermal
property of PyC coating and is an attractive topic for future work.
6. Conclusions

A moderately textured pyrolytic carbon layer with the basal
plane aligned parallel to the circumferential direction was depos-
ited on a spherical YSZ particle. The anisotropic thermal transport
properties of the PyC layer were investigated using a laser-based
modulated thermoreflectance method at room temperature. An
analytical solution of the heat diffusion equation was developed
and used to analyze measured thermal wave profiles. We found
that the thermal conductivity in the circumferential and radial di-
rection are 11.53 W m�1 K�1 and 0.28 W m�1 K�1, respectively,
which are substantially smaller than the basal and cross plane
conductivity of HOPG. A separate Raman experiment was con-
ducted to validate these results. Microstructural characterization
based on Raman spectroscopy revealed a graphitic structure with a
high degree of disorder and a grain size of a few nanometers.
Phonon-mediated thermal transport formalism based on the defect
microstructure obtained from Raman spectroscopy was applied to
estimate thermal conductivity in the basal plane. We found an
agreement between measured circumferential conductivity and
model calculation. We also hypothesize that porosity and
debonding between graphitic planes are responsible for additional
reduction in thermal conductivity in the radial direction beyond the
theoretical minimum limit of the graphite's cross-plane conduc-
tivity. The anisotropic thermal properties and ultralow conductivity
normal to the surface of the substrate offers attractive opportu-
nities for heat management in energy and electronics applications.
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